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The early enthusiasm, in 2002, for model to model transformation languages
led to eight submissions for an OMG standard[?] comprising three languages, yet
no commercial products. The QVT Core language was intended as the founda-
tion for QVT Relations but the available implementations have ignored the core
language. Rather than ignoring the core language, we take the opposite approach
and introduce three more core languages. Progressive program-to-program trans-
formation through these core languages terminates in an easily implemented
imperative language that supports declarative transformations.

There are currently only two freely available but discouragingly stable imple-
mentations of QVTr. There are no implementations for QVTc. The Eclipse QVT
Declarative project provides only models, editors and parsers for both QVTr and
QVTc. We outline progress to remedy the execution deficiency.

The original work for Eclipse QVTd execution considered only QVTr and
confirmed that direct tooling of a complex declarative language such as QVTr
is rather hard. Three years ago, the direct approach was abandoned and the
progressive approach shown in the Figure was first posted on the web. Work on
this approach has at last started.

At the left we have the two QVT Declarative languages, with QVTr realized
by a QVTr to QVTc program-to-program transformation. Our three new lan-
guages, QVTu, QVTm and QVTi are syntactic and semantic simplifications of
QVTc. QVTi is realized by extending the OCL support of Eclipse OCL. This
enables the Xtext editing, OCL and UML model support and the OCL to Java
code generator to be exploited.

The utility of the new languages and the program to program transformations
are summarized below.



QVTc to QVTu (Unidirectional) The QVTc transformation is aligned to the
user’s invocation context to extract a uni-directional declarative representation.

– the redundant multi-directionality and enforcement modes are eliminated

QVTu to QVTm (Minimal) The QVTu transformation is normalized to give
as simple and as uniform a declarative representation as possible.

– syntactic sugar is removed
– representation alternatives are normalized

QVTm to QVTi (Imperative) A practical multi-pass implementation is syn-
thesized that can be easily executed on a model-friendly Virtual Machine.

– a reconciler is synthesized if an update transformation is required
– a pattern matching schedule serializes declarative input matches
– a pattern generation schedule serializes declarative output updates

QVTc differs from other transformation languages in requiring traceability to
be made explicit in an additional middle metamodel. QVTi exploits the middle
model to provide a convenient buffer between the reconciliation, input match-
ing and output update passes. The reconciliation for an update transformation
populates the middle model with the pre-existing matches. An in-place transfor-
mation ensures that all input context is cached in the middle model before any
potentially conflicting output updates are made. A solution to these complexi-
ties is prepared at compile time, and expressed in QVTi, so that the run-time
execution is naive and efficient.

These new languages are not just a convenience for realizing QVTc, they
also offer important interchange points for other transformation technologies to
exploit and so share the tool chain.

– QVTu provides a high level interchange point for other uni-directional declar-
ative transformation languages such as ATL or ETL.

– QVTm provides a normalized representation at which declarative transfor-
mation composition and optimisation can be applied.

– QVTi provides a low level interchange point that imperative transformation
languages such as QVTo, ALF or EOL may exploit.

The extension of Eclipse OCL VM[?] to support execution of QVTi proved
to be surprisingly easy. Some simple transformations have confirmed how simple
QVTi can be. It is now only necessary to develop the QVTr to QVTc to QVTu
to QVTm to QVTi program transformation chain.


